In these difficult, uncertain and sometimes scary days, we want to lift our campers and their families before the throne of Almighty God, to protect, provide and comfort them, surrounding them with courage, peace and a growing faith.

*Pray that Kidz2Leaders is able to effectively support their families from a distance by providing information and assistance. Grant new and creative ways to bring hope and encouragement.
*Guide Kidz2Leaders staff as they continue to work on plans for camp, whatever that might look like!
*Fill the homes of our campers with peace and patience during these days of a “new normal.” Surround our campers with those who love them.
*Fill the homes of our campers with Holy Spirit power and grow faith and dependance on the Lord.
*Make a way for provision for parents and caretakers who have lost jobs.
*Give our campers a desire to continue with schoolwork in any way possible, making ways for their teachers to communicate with them.
*Provide meals and basic necessities to campers and families in need.
*Protect our campers and their families from being exposed to COVID-19
*For any that may have been exposed or are ill, bring quick healing and prevent any spreading to other family members.
PRAYER GUIDE

Pray the Word of God over our campers and families:

*Psalm 91 above

*Psalm 56:3-4  “When I am afraid I put my trust in You, in God whose word I praise, in God I trust, I will not be afraid, what can flesh do to me?”

*Psalm 54:7   “For He has delivered me from every trouble, and my eye has looked in triumph on my enemies.”

*Psalm 40:11  “As for You, O Lord, You will not restrain Your mercy from me; Your steadfast love and Your faithfulness will ever preserve me.”

*Psalm 27:14  “Wait for the Lord; be strong and let your heart take courage; wait for the Lord!”